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1 
This invention relates to spindles of a type such 

as are used on spinning frames, twisting frames, 
and the like, and more especially to a centrifugal 
clutch adapted to be associated with a spindle 
on which a bobbin or tube is adapted to be 
mounted and for securing the tube on the spindle 
upon rotation thereof. ’ ' 

I It is well known, to those familiar with the art, 
that the majority of wooden bobbins and all paper 
tube bobbins are secured on the spindle blade or 
cone let-on of a spindle by a tapered ?t in order 
that upon rotation of the spindle blade, like rota 
tion will be impartedto the bobbin or tube carried 
thereby. However, upon a dof?ng operation, it 
is the usual practice for an operator to grasp the 
bobbin to stop rotation thereof and to then'lift 
the bobbin or paper tube off the blade. In many 
instances, the paper tube or bobbin may stick 
to the cone let-on or the blade, as the case may 
be, to such an extent that it is necessary to stop 
the spinning frame and to strike the lower end 
of the bobbin or paper tube with a blunt instru 
ment in order to remove the bobbin or tube from 
the spindle. " 

It is, therefore, an object of this invention to 
provide an improved means for mounting the 
paper tube or wood bobbin, as the case may be, 
on the rotatable portion of a spindle, such as the 
blade or cone let-on, in such a manner that a 
tapered ?t between the paper tube and the blade . 
of the spindle is unnecessary and including means 
for frictionally engaging the interior of the paper 
tube adjacent its upper end upon rotation being 
imparted to the rotatable portion of the spindle 
so as to transmit like rotation to the paper tube. 
On the other hand, immediately upon cessation 
of rotation of the rotatable portion of the spindle, 
the means on the rotatable portion of the spindle 
engaging the interior of the paper tube‘ will be 
relaxed to thus permit the tube to be easily 
removed from the blade. 
Another object of this invention is to provide 

an improved spindle for spinning frames and the 
like comprising a ?xed bolster case adapted to be 
secured to the bolster rail of the spinning frame 
and having a rotatable blade mounted thereon 
provided with a centrifugal clutch adjacent the 
upper free end thereof. This centrifugal clutch 
is provided with means for collapsing or con 
tracting the same when the blade is stationary so 
that a paper tube or bobbin may be freely 
mounted on the blade, and upon rotation being 
imparted to the blade, the centrifugal clutch will 
expand and engage the interior of the paper tube 
adjacent the upper end thereof so as to impart 
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like rotation to the paper tube. Upon stopping 
rotation of the blade for dof?ng purposes, the 
centrifugal clutch again contracts thus permit— 
ting freedom of ‘movement of the paper tube in 
removing the same from the blade. ’ 
' There are many spindles in use which are pro 
vided with a rotatable whorl having a blade proe 
jecting upwardly therefrom and the whorl has a 
tapered portion, usually termed'a cone let-on, 
integral with and also projecting upwardly there 
from and surrounding the lower portion of the 
blade and this tapered portion of the whorl is 
adapted to receive the internally tapered lower 
end of a wood bobbin. ‘- Many plants which have 
been using this type of wood bobbin may desire 
to change to the use of paper tubes, the internal 
diameter of which is substantially greater than 
that of the wood bobbin. ' 

It.is;-therefore, another object of this invention 
to provide ?rst and second adapters which may 
be mounted on the whorl and blade, respectively; 
of the type spindle previously described, the ?rst 
adapter being‘adapted to ?t over the upwardly 
projecting tapered portion of the whorl to pro 
vide a shoulder ‘for supporting the lower end of 
the paper tube and the second adapter being pro 
vided with a centrifugal clutch of the type here 
tofore described and being adapted to be mounted 
on the upper end of the relatively small blade 
for holding the paper tube of relatively, larger 
internal diameter on the blade on which the 
second adapter is mounted. / ' 

Some ‘of the objects-of the invention having 
been “stated, other objects will appear as the 
description proceeds when taken in connection 
With the accompanying drawings in which: _> 

‘Figure 1 is an elevation of the improved spindle 
with parts broken away and showing the same 
ino'unted'o'n'a portion of a bolster rail and also 
showing‘a‘ ‘paper tube type of bobbin mounted 
thereon; a 
Figure 2 is an enlarged sectional plan View of 

the‘ centrifugal clutch taken substantially along 
the line 2—2 of Figurel and showing the clutch 
in contracted‘ position; . . 

Figure 3 ‘is ‘a’ view similar to Figure 2 but show 
ing the centrifugal clutch in expanded position. 
Figure 4 is an enlarged fragmentary vertical 

sectional view through the upper end of the 
spindle taken substantially along the line 4-4 
in Figure 1 and showing the centrifugal clutch 
in contracted position; 
' Figure 5- is an elevation similar to Figure 1 but 
showing‘ a modi?ed form of the invention and in» 
eluding- the adapters for increasing the size of 
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a spindle of the type usually employedin asso 
ciation with a ‘wood bobbin and one of the 
adapters including a clutch of the type shown in 
the original form of the invention. 
Figure 6 is an enlarged vertical sectional view 

taken through Figure 5 but showing only the 
adapters and the paper tube bobbin in cross sec 
tion, the bolster, whorl and blade of the spindle 
being shown in elevation 

Referring morespeci?cally to the drawings, the 
numeral'l? ‘designates a spindle of a type such 
as is used on spinning frames, twisters and the 
like and which comprises a bolster case I | which 
slidably penetrates a bolster raililrg,i‘only=a1.por- 
tion of which is shown in cross section in Figures 
1 and 5. The bolster case M lasecure'ddn‘the 
bolster rail l2 by'a lock washer; l3 and: anut»v l4, 
the bolster case || having an enlarged annular 
portion i5 integral therewith which is‘ secured 
against the upper surface of’ the bolster rail l2 
by? the "nut ' l4 being .threadably mounted; :on the 
bolstercase‘ | I. “The spindlev |.0 isizprovided‘iwith 
a'suitable L--shape'dr doffersguard‘ holder: [6' hav 
ingiav do'frfer guard |1'| mounted for sliding-move 
ment therein,:‘this,-v doffer-rguard |'|v being, adapted 
to-move out ofathe‘ vertical planerof a1 whorli‘20 
for’ removing" the whorl'a-nd its bladel l. from:the 
bolster ‘ I |. The-"do?er/ guard l1 . is provided ::to 
restrict upward ‘movement‘of theawhorl‘JZO in‘ the 
eventof' a‘bobbin sticking to a-bladei2 lcuponzbe-i 
ing removed therefrom. ‘ 
The whorl 20, and-thebla'deizl constitutegpart's 

of 4 the present invention; :"I‘he' manner of -mount~ 
.ing the" blade 2 liin thewhorlf 20 and in the bolster 
case-ll with respect ‘to each other is roan-vent‘ 
tional and an‘ illustrationvor description thereof 
isrdeemed unnecessary. ' ‘ ’ 

The ‘whorl 2|! is conventional with .the excep 
tion‘ that it is provided with» an enlarged. portion 
22 to vform a’ shoulderlsr at: its‘ junctureawith' the 
lower- portion'of‘theblade‘Zl. 'The- purpose of 
this‘ shoulder-T23 is tomsupport the lower endfofxa 
bobbin,- such-as a paper‘ tube ‘bobbin? 25~shown in 
Figural. ISince-‘most paper tubes-are-substan 
tiallyv ' the same length; by ‘supporting the .lower 
ends of the tubes'25 on a shou1der=23 disposed the 
same» distance above the 'whorllon 1a iipluralityz. of 

' spindles of the typeshown in Fig-urel1‘,tit is'thus 
seen‘ that the itube'r25 onieach of a.plura.1ity :of 
spindles will: be. disposed at 'thersame elevation. 
thus insuring that the yarn'woundi onto. the paper 
tube bobbins 25 will be ‘distributed over-a similar 
area‘of each .ofthe' paper tubebobbins 25,. 
fit will'be. noted in ‘Figure lithat the‘ blade-:21 

isitapere'd substantially itsientire. length; this ta! ~ 
per beingngreateriper" foot :thanthe internal: ta 
per of the ‘paper ~1tube; bobbin125. :The conven 
tional papertubebobbin 25has a metallic ferrule 
252a13: the lowereen‘d thereof-sandal similar; ferrule 
21 :at'zthe rupper endathereof, ‘the £errule.21_re-= 
stricting the upper end of the tube 25. The blade 
2 I has an: enlarged portion - 30 at ..the llpp?niend 
thereof,'which,:.a1th0.ugh1 it is larger-than‘: the 1.19 
per.,a.end:of the-.taperedpertionof the bladev 2 I ,is 
of substantially less diametertha-n the-lowerend 
of. the tanered-rporticnzoi the blade 2|. This=en— 
large'd: portion @311 carries :a centrifugal clutch 
broadly designatedtat 32. >.’.I‘-he centrifugal clutch 
32' 1' comprises :a plurality ' of . segmental- clutch 

shoes ~31},v which'are- shown; to. bequadrants in-Fis 
ureszzland>3but which may bemade in any num 
ber of parts of a circle. - ' 

' The: blade 2| has a restricted portion.35-inte 
grala therewith and ‘disposed immediately 1 above, 
the; enlargedv portion 30 i and .an. enlarged upper 
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4 
portion 31, of substantially the same diameter 
as the enlarged portion 35} is provided which is 
also an integral part of blade 2| and the portions 
30 and 31 are spaced apart from each other adja 

5 cent opposed ends of the restricted portion 35 
thus forming a circumferential groove in which 
the clutch segments 34 have sliding movement. 
The restricted portion 35 of the blade 2| between 
the enlarged portions 30 and 31 is provided with 

10 ,a plurality of equally.’ spaced radially extending 
bores 4|] in which guide pins 4| have radial sliding 
movement. 
‘Each of the pins 4| is provided with a re 

:.stricteipnrtion-42tto the outer end of which the 
15 corresponding clutch shoe 34 is secured by any 

suitable :meansvsuch as a screw 43. Each of the 
.~segments.34..is;.provided with a groove 45 in the 
outer surface’ thereof, the grooves 45 in the shoes 

‘ ' F 34acoinoiding to form a peripherial groove around 

20 the assembled segments 34 in which an endless 
coiled, -:spring 46:. is mounted. pThis‘ :coiled ‘spring 
46: .tendsi-to'v urge the :segments 34 ,against semi-7 
circular strap ‘members, or. travel limit . bands .48 
and '49, which-are secured tothe restricted. portion 
35 of‘: the blade 2 |- by: any suitable meanssuch as 
screws. 50.’ :These' semicircular. members .48‘ and 
49 are slidably penetrated by-the‘restricted por 
tion 1-42: of: the; guide'pins 4 Land are provided to 
restrict ‘ outward "movement of the, clutch Tshoes 
34 by- virtue- of. the; shoulder formedby. the_,en 
laygediportions-Al; engaging the inner suriacejof 
theycorresponding; semicircular .members '48 ..or 
eilfintheevent voirrotation being imparted tolthe 
blade-(54 | .in the . absencenf- a tube .or bobbinaen-v 
circling-thematic 2 | r ’ 

:jIt is:evident- that, upon" a.;bebbi-n.> such asfthe 
paper tubem25' being placed: over the blade—2 has 
shownin ‘Figures "1, -2 and 4, the blade 2| ‘would 
beistationary and theclutch shoesq34 would be 
ind-the ‘position/shown in Figure .2. :However, 
uponrrotation being imparted to therblade 2|, 
the : clutchJshoeskM- will? move to 1 the . expanded 
positionshown:inrFigure .3 Icy-centrifugal force 
and will engage the interior surface Qfltheatube 
25 to‘frict-ionally .hold‘ the tube125 sojthatro 
tationuofithe blade 2| will cause like rotationato 
be‘ transmittedto thestube 25. n 
' 1‘ Referring-tola'iigure 5' there is shown a spindle 
designatedat?l! and‘ the structure :of the bolster 
case'thereof is ‘identical to the-bolster case“ 
and ‘associated-parts shown in Figure 1. The 
parts. ofvtheispindlei?ll lwhich :arev identical to 
those of the-spindle . lv'?vwilrbearthe same ref 
erencecharacterswith the-prime notation added. 

The-'spindle‘i'?ii; in‘ Figure 5,1 has a .conventional 
whorli'lzll' and ‘ a conventional tapered blade‘ 2|’ 

mountedffiorrotation' in the usual/manner there 
on; the whorl 20'- being providedwith a. tapered 
upwardly extending cone . ‘letson portion‘, 6 | , and 
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is substantially smaller relative to the tube :25’ 
thanthe blade. 2 |, in Figure. 1,.relative-tothe tube 
25; -‘ the‘ tapered‘; cone. let-0n aportion 126| of- the. 
whorl:2?‘- and the blade 2| ', in; Figure 5,gbe_ing of 

i asizerrelativczto the tube:2_5‘..usuallyprovided:for 
reccptioniofa' wood. bobbin or forasubstantiallr 
smaller: tubezthanthat shown in Figure 1 and: 5. 
I-Heretoforainorder to use a tubeof-the com-I 

parative size shown. in'Figures 1 and 5, it-hasbeen 
necessary-to replace the blade 2| and. the-whorl 
2|]:With a'similar blade and whorl‘ having alarger. 
diameter-and, in whiohevent, therloWer-endof 

70 

the: tube - ‘would frictional-11y‘ engage the tapered‘ 
portioni?l-of/ the whor1__2ll.'. .Now, in order that 

itiwill belobserve'dé that the blade‘ 2|’ in Figure‘?. 

a thebladeZ | ’ andthe whorlz?’. may housed-with 
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a tube of the comparative size shown in Figure 5, 
there is provided a whorl adapter broadly des 
ignated at 65 and a blade adapted broadly des 
ignated at 66, the con?guration of the interior 
of the whorl adapter 65 being substantially the 
same as the con?guration of the exterior of the 
upper portion of the whorl 20' in Figure 5 so as 
to provide a tapered ?t between the adapter 65 
and the cone let-on 6 I. 
The whorl adapter 65 comprises an annular 

base portion and a restricted portion 10, the di 
ameter of the restricted portion 10 being less 
than the internal diameter of the lower end of the 
paper tube bobbin 25' so that this portion 10 
merely serves to position the lower end of the 
paper tube bobbin 25'. The whorl adapter 65 is 
provided with a tapering upper portion ‘H to as 
sist in positioning the lower end of the paper tube 
bobbin 25’ on the whorl adapter 65, the annular 
portion 61 serving to support the lower end of 
the paper tube bobbin 25'. 

It is well known, by those familiar with the art, 
that the blade 2|’ of a spindle of this type is 
tapered, gradually increasing in diameter from 
the top to the bottom thereof, and the blade 
adapter '66 has a tapered longitudinally extend 
ing bore 14 therein which is tapered to provide 
a tapered ?t between the blade adapter 66 and 
the blade 2|’. The upper end of the blade 
adapter 66 is identical in structure to the upper 
end of the blade 2| shown in Figure 1 and those 
parts in Figure 5 which are identical to the parts 
shown in Figure 1 shall bear the same reference 
characters with the prime notation added and 
a further description thereof is deemed un 
necessary. 

It is thus seen that I have provided an im 
proved spindle for spinning frames and the like 
including a centrifugal clutch in the upper por 
tion of the blade thereof and ‘providing means 
whereby a paper tube bobbin or bobbin of simi 
lar internal dimensions may easily be placed on 
or withdrawn from the blade and, upon rotation 
being imparted to the blade, the centrifugal 
clutch will be effective in holding the paper tube 
bobbin so that like rotation will be imparted 
thereto. 
The fact that the centrifugal clutch 32 is dis 

posed closely adjacent the upper end of the blade 
2| in Figure l, or above the blade 2|’ in Figure 
5, will insure that the clutch shoes 32 will en 
gage the bobbin 25 adjacent the upper end there 
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6 
of and will thus minimize the possibility of the 
bobbin 25 ?ying off the upper end of the blade 
2 I, or the blade adapter 66 in Figure 5 upon rota 
tion being imparted thereto. 
In the drawings and speci?cation there has 

been set forth a preferred embodiment of the in 
vention and although specific terms are employed 
they are used in a generic and descriptive sense 
only and not for purposes of limitation, the scope 
of the invention being de?ned in the claim. 

I claim: 
An improvement in a centrifugal clutch for 

a spindle having a blade adapted to carry bob 
bins for spinning frames and the like, said clutch 
characterized by said blade having a reduced 
portion intermediate its ends de?ning a circum 
ferential groove and having a plurality of cir 
cularly arranged segmental clutch shoes slidably 
mounted in the circumferential groove and also 
having resilient means normally urging the seg 
mental clutch members towards the axis of the 
spindle, said improvement comprising a corre 
sponding pin for each of the segmental clutch 
members mounted for radial sliding movement 
in the reduced portion of the blade, a relatively 
thin annular band secured to the periphery of 

‘ said reduced portion, each of said pins having 
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a reduced outer end portion slidably penetrating 
said band and means securing the segmental 
members to the reduced outer end portions of 
the corresponding pins whereby rotation of the 
spindle will cause the segmental members to 
move outwardly and frictionally engage the in 
terior surface of the bobbin to thereby impart 
like rotation to the bobbin from the blade. 

CHALMERS H. WHITE. 
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